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RENEWAL WITH FUSIBLE PVC® PIPE
IN WEST VIRGINIA
Weirton 18-inch transmission main slipline project
Overview
The city of Weirton, West Virginia has two existing transmission
mains that supply water to its system. One is a 24-inch ductile iron
pipeline and the other is an 18-inch wire wound steel pipeline. The
18-inch pipeline was installed in the 1960s. Over the years, the
deterioration of this steel section has ultimately led to failures.
Unfortunately, the steel section is located under downtown
Weirton, with most of it buried under alleys and streets and
behind and in front of commercial businesses, making repairing
or replacing the pipeline problematic.
The city worked with the Thrasher Group, Inc. on potential
solutions to replace the pipeline. Jonathan Carpenter, PE and
Jesse Alden, PE, engineers with the Thrasher Group, evaluated
options and determined sliplining was the most cost-effective
solution. Sliplining involves pulling a new, smaller replacement
pipe into an existing host pipe. In this case, Thrasher looked
at a 14-inch pipeline to place inside the existing 18-inch steel
pipeline. As long as the downsized nature of the new pipeline
will still work for the operation of the pipeline, sliplining is a very
simple yet effective rehabilitation option for a municipality facing
limited easement space, difficult surface features or developed
project sites.
For the replacement pipe, the city selected 14-inch, DR 21 Fusible
PVC® pipe. Fusible PVC® pipe provides a fully restrained, integral
pipe with a consistent outer diameter to maximize flow area of the
new pipeline for a given outer diameter restriction. Additionally,
Fusible PVC® pipe uses standard, mechanical joint waterworks
fittings, which in the case of this project was very important due to
a multitude of interconnections that had to be made with the
replacement pipeline.

“The working relationship between
James White and the Underground
Solutions team was excellent. It was
a difficult project to schedule and the
communication between both companies
made it easy to stay on track.”
Mike Gianni, President/Project manager
James White Construction Company

Typical fusion set up for Fusible PVC® pipe

Pipeline Details and Project Summary

Location:

18-inch Transmission Main
Sliplining Project
Weirton, West Virginia

Length and
Pipe Size:
Installation:

16,900 LF
14-inch DR21 Fusible PVC® pipe
Sliplining

Owner:

Weirton Area Water Board

Engineer:

The Thrasher Group, Inc.

Contractor:

James White Construction Company

Distributor:

LB Water

Project:

“It is in use and appears to have no leaks.”
Sam Stoneking, Assistant Director – Water
Weirton Area Water Board
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The James White Construction Company, a local contractor
in Weirton, was awarded the project after public bid. Because
this was their first time using Fusible PVC® pipe, they worked
closely with the Underground Solutions team, including
fusion technicians, construction managers and the rest of
the operations group, on the project. The pipe was purchased
through LB Water, a waterworks distributor located in
Oakdale Pennsylvania, who also provided a high level of
customer service for the contractor.
The project started in November 2016 and was laid out
in segments. The first segment involved 11 6- and 8-inch
water main service connections and 4 transmission main
interconnections, which involved tie-ins to the existing
24-inch transmission line. James White Construction, who
had previously worked with high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
pipe found that the use of standard mechanical joint fittings
and restraints on Fusible PVC® pipe was easier and saved a
lot of time compared to the fused fittings and MJ adaptors
that HDPE requires. A twelve-ton winch was used to pull
the Fusible PVC® pipe into the existing 18-inch steel line.
The average insertion length was around 500 feet at a time,
and the longest single length of installation was around
1,200 feet. After the 14-inch Fusible PVC® pipe installation
was completed, a standard hydrostatic pressure test was
performed and grout was installed in the annulus between
the 18-inch failing steel pipeline and the new,14-inch Fusible
PVC® pipe. In total, the project finished in about ten months.

Staging of the assembled 14-inch Fusible PVC® pipe

Moving the 14-inch Fusible PVC® pipe into position

“Through the analysis of different lining
technologies, sliplining with Fusible PVC®
pipe was our best option. Designing the
interconnections was challenging and the
ability to connect to Fusible PVC® pipe
with standard MJ fittings was a benefit.”
Jonathan Carpenter, Project Manager
The Thrasher Group, Inc.
Slipline insertion of the Fusible PVC® pipe
into the failing 18-inch steel pipeline

Underground Solutions, Inc. provides infrastructure technologies for water,
wastewater and power cable conduit applications. Underground Solutions’ Fusible
PVC® pipe products, including Fusible C-900® pipe and FPVC® pipe, utilize patented
technology to produce a fused monolithic, fully-restrained, gasket-free, leak-free
piping system ideal for trenchless (horizontal directional drilling, pipe bursting
and sliplining) or conventional "open-cut" installations and are available in 4-inch
to 36-inch diameters. The combination of standard fittings and lower weight with
higher flow for a given pressure class versus other thermoplastic pipes ensures that
Fusible PVC® pipe brings greater economy to most pipeline projects.
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